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Professor Emeritus 

Home institutions: University of South Florida (Tampa)

Project Title: Regional Trends in Russian Politics, 2012-
2018

Host Institution: State University Higher School of 
Economics 

Grant year: 2017 – 2018

Email: slider@usf.edu

Darrell Slider

mailto:slider@usf.edu


Professor & Soil Scientist 

Home  institutions: Oregon State University

Project Title: Nutrient Management Practices for 
Sustainable Agriculture and Enhanced 
Environmental Quality in Romania 
(Teaching/Research)

Host Institution: University of Agricultural Science 
and Veterinary Medicine, Cluj-Napoca

Grant year: 2016 - 2017

Email: dan.sullivan@oregonstate.edu

Dan Sullivan

mailto:dan.sullivan@oregonstate.edu


Mission

• In partnership with 160 countries worldwide, 

Fulbright offers passionate and accomplished 

faculty, administrator, artists, journalists, 

lawyers, and other professionals from all 

backgrounds an unparalleled opportunity to 

study, teach, or conduct research.

• Our mission is to foster mutual understanding 

between nations, advance knowledge across 

communities, and improve lives around the 

world.

A Brief History

• Established in 1946 by Congress, 

Fulbright is the United States 

government’s flagship international 

educational and cultural exchange 

program.

• Fulbright is sponsored by the U.S. 

Department of State with funding 

provided by the U.S. Government 

and administered by the Institute of 

International Education. 



Diversity and Inclusion

Fulbright strives to ensure that it reflects the diversity 

of U.S. society and societies abroad. We encourage 

the involvement of people from traditionally 

underrepresented audiences in all our grants, 

programs and other initiatives. 

Opportunities are open to people regardless of their 

race, color, national origin, sex, age, religion, 

geographic location, socioeconomic status, disability, 

sexual orientation or gender identity.



Award Highlights in Romania 

We are offering nine diverse fellowship opportunities in Romania. 

• 11269-RO: Bucharest University of Economic Studies is seeking 
applicants in fields to include Business Law, Communication 
Studies, Economics, Mathematics, Human Resources, Sociology, 
Public Policy, and Social Work in addition to numerous others to 
teach and/or research for one semester. This award is open to 
academics of all levels. 

• 11266-RO: University Politehnica of Bucharest is seeking 
applicants in the fields of Biology Chemistry Computer Science 
Engineering Environmental Sciences Information 
Sciences/Systems Mathematics Neuroscience Physics to teach 
and/or Research for one semester. This award is open to 
academics of all levels. 

https://awards.cies.org/content/fulbright-bucharest-university-economic-studies-2
https://awards.cies.org/content/fulbright-university-politehnica-bucharest-2


Award Highlights in Romania 

• 11271-RO: Ovidius University of Constanta is seeking applicants 
in a variety of fields to include Anthropology, Chemistry, 
Creative Writing, Education, Environmental Sciences, Law, and 
Social Work to teach and/or research for one semester. This 
award is open to academics of all levels. 

• 11561-RO: Professionals and academics of all levels are sought 
in the disciplines of Digital Society, Digital Humanities, Science, 
Technology and Society (STS), or Cybersecurity to teach and/or 
research between 4 – 9 months with academic institutions. 

https://awards.cies.org/content/fulbright-ovidius-university-constanta-2
https://awards.cies.org/content/media-literacy-and-cybersecurity-2


Award Highlights in Russia  

We are offering five diverse fellowship opportunities in Russia. 

• 11280-RS: Community college faculty with an MA and a 
minimum of five years college-level teaching experience are 
sought in a variety of disciplines to include health care, energy 
sector, natural resource management, tourism and hotel 
management, human resource management, adult/continuing 
education and fine arts for one or two semesters. 

• 11282-RS: Distinguished chairs are sought in the disciplines of 
Agriculture, Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Education, 
Engineering or Environmental Sciences to teach between 4 – 9 
months at Russian State Agrarian University.  

https://awards.cies.org/content/community-college-faculty-award-2
https://awards.cies.org/content/distinguished-chair-agricultural-technology-and-education-2


Award Highlights in Russia  

• 11519-RS: Distinguished Chairs are sought in Sustainable 
Development to teach advanced courses for graduate level 
students between 4- 9 months at the Higher School of 
Economics, Moscow Faculty of Law. 

• 11278-RS: Academics of all levels to include early career are 
sought to teach or conduct research at  any institution of higher 
education. Proposals for research outside Moscow and St. 
Petersburg will be preferred. There is a preference for the 
disciplines of African American Literature and Native American 
Studies. 

https://awards.cies.org/content/distinguished-chair-sustainable-development-2
https://awards.cies.org/content/all-disciplines-345


Your Path to Fulbright 

• Why did you decide to apply for a Fulbright?

• What factors did you consider before applying?



Application Process

• How did you select country/the award?

• How did you select your host institution?

• What is your advice for applicants regarding the 

project statement and application process in 

general?



Experience in Country 

• What is/are the benefits to doing research/teaching on a 

Fulbright?

• How did the U.S. embassy engage with you? 

• What was something that impressed you about your 

colleagues and students?



Q & A



Stay connected with us.

Join MyFulbright at cies2.org

Email us at EuropeEurasia@iie.org

Visit our website to learn more about 
the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program

Refer your colleagues

cies2.org
mailto:EuropeEurasia@iie.org
https://www.cies.org/
https://www.cies.org/connect-with-fulbright

